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Variants of Calderon’s interpolation spaces [A,, A,le which are defined using a 
multiply-connected domain instead of the strip 0 < Re z < 1 are considered. It is 
shown that they coincide to within equivalence of norms with Calderbn’s spaces. 
This result applies also to spaces obtained by generalised forms of Calderon’s 
construction due to Coifman, Cwikel, Rochberg, Sagher, and Weiss (Advan. in 
Math. 43 (1982), 203-229). 
0. INTRODUCTION 
For a given couple of compatible Banach spaces A, and A, the complex 
interpolation spaces [A,, A I I0 of Calderon are constructed as quotient spaces 
of a suitable space X$4,, A ,) of analytic A, + A ,-valued functions defined 
on the strip 0 < Re z < 1; [ 11. It was shown in [3] that if the strip is 
replaced by an annulus, then the corresponding variant of Calderon’s 
construction yields the same interpolation spaces up to equivalence of norms. 
In this paper we consider the interpolation spaces obtained when the annulus 
is replaced in turn by a domain fi whose boundary r is composed of finitely 
many simple closed curves and jr@,, , A ,) is replaced by a suitable space of 
A, + A ,-valued functions analytic in R which assume values in A, on r’ and 
in A I on P = r\T” for some measurable subset r’ of r. We show that the 
space of values of such functions at a particular point z E R is isomorphic to 
[Ao~A,I,~ where 0 is the harmonic measure of Y” at z. (As shown in [3, 
Remark 2, p. 10091, these spaces are not isometric to each other in general.) 
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In fact, the isomorphism between the above-mentioned two spaces is a 
corollary of our main result (Theorem 1). This is formulated in the context 
of a generalisation [2] of Calderon’s construction where the couple (A,, A *) 
is replaced by an appropriate infinite family of Banach spaces A(y) indexed 
by the points y of I-. This family generates two kinds of interpolation spaces 
A(z} and A[z] f or each z E 0. We shall assume familiarity with the 
properties of these spaces as presented in 121, especially the duality theory 
(Section 3). See also [2, Corollary 5.11 for the relationship between A {z), 
A [z 1, and [A,, A, le (for simply connected 0). Theorem 1 shows that any 
space A{z} generated at a point z of the multiply-connected domain 0 by the 
family of spaces A(y) on the boundary of J2 can also be obtained to within 
isomorphism by an analogous construction using a simply connected domain 
D and a family of spaces on the boundary of D which are an appropriate 
redistribution of the original “boundary spaces” A(y). In fact D is the 
universal covering space of R. Subsequently, we deduce an analogous result 
(Theorem 1’) for the spaces A[z 1. 
We have divided our presentation into two parts: Section 1 is devoted to 
some results about scalar valued analytic functions on multiply-connected 
domains. These are required in Section 2 for the proof of Theorems 1 and 1’. 
Remark. A different approach to complex interpolation on multiply- 
connected domains for the case of finitely many L” spaces has been 
developed independently by Sarnak 16 ] together with some interesting 
applications to spectra of convolution operators. In fact, although the inter 
polation theorem in 161 is naturally formulated in terms of a multiply- 
connected domain Sz, it is in a certain sense really a result about inter 
polation on a simply connected domain; essential steps of the proof (cf. 12. 
Corollary 5.2. Theorem 4.21) must be carried out on the universal covering 
space of R rather than on R itself. 
1. ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS ON A MULTIPLY-CONNECTED DOMAIN 
Let R be a domain whose boundary r is composed of m + 1 disjoint 
simple closed curves To. I‘, . . . . . r,,,, where To is the boundary of the 
unbounded component of ! \Q. For convenience of presentation we shall 
suppose that each ci, j = 0. l,..., m, is a circle. This of course is no real 
restriction since any domain bounded by m + 1 disjoint simple closed curves 
can be mapped conformally onto another bounded by m + 1 circles and the 
mapping extends to a homeomorphism of the closures. We can solve the 
Dirichlet problem for R and thus define harmonic measure dP, on r for each 
” E 0. i 
Let A denote the open unit disc and let T denote its boundary. We will 
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consider A as the universal covering surface for a. Thus there exists an 
analytic function Y mapping A onto fl and a countable group E of fractional 
linear transformations c of A onto itself such that a harmonic functionf([) 
on A is of the form f(c) = g( Y(c)), where g is harmonic on 0 if and only if 
f(C) =f(K) for all [E A and all < E 2. (1) 
In particular Y(&) = Y(c) for all c E A. r E 3”. Also Y-‘(z) = {K 1 r E 21 
for any fixed [E A such that Y(c) = z. 
We shall define the class N’(0) to consist of all analytic functions g(z) 
on Q such that g( Y(c)) =f([) E N+(A). Nt (Q) can thus be identified with 
the subclass N;(A) of functions f in N+(A) which satisfy (1). We say that 
g E N+(Q) is an outer function if f(c) = g(Y([)) is an outer function in 
Nt (A). (For a different but equivalent definition see 18 1.) It follows using 
standard localisation techniques (cf., e.g., [ 7, p. 496; 5, Theorem 3.21) that 
each g(z) E N+(0) has a nontangential limit g(y) = lim,.,g(z) at almost 
every boundary point y E r. There is a closed set E in T of linear measure 
zero such that Y extends to be analytic and conformal in some 
neighbourhood of each r E T\E. Consequently, using Y in this extended 
sense, g(y(r)) = limcDT g( VU(r)) f or a.e. r E T. Obviously, then g(Y(r)) = 
g( Y(&)) for each < E Z. 
For each integrable function f(y) on r we obtain a harmonic function 
f(z) = J’rf(Y) dPz(Y) on Q such that lim,,, f(z) =f(v) for a.e. y E r. Now 
u(c) =f( Y(c)) is harmonic on A with liml,, u(c) =f(Y(r)) so 
u(i) = .I‘,f( y(r)) &,( r h w h ere dp, is harmonic measure on T with respect to 
[EA. Thus for each integrable f on r and each [E A we have 
\ f(y) dJ’,,,,(y) = 1 f(W)) dW “I- -7- 
establishing an isometry between L’(T, dP,,(,) and the subspace of 
L ‘(T, Q,) consisting of those functions g(r) satisfying g(&) = g(r) for a.e. 
rE T and each rE E. 
We now present two results about scalar valued analytic functions on R 
which will be used in the subsequent study of interpolation spaces. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let f(y) be a positive measurable function on T such 
that Jr 1 log f (y)l dPZ(y) < 00 for z E R. Then there exists an outer function 
G(z) E N’(R) and positive constants cO, c, depending only on fi such that 
c, < limLDy ( G(z)lf(z) < c, for a.e. y E I’. 
Proof (cf. [S, Lemma 1 I). We choose to give a more explicit version of 
their construction here. Let u(z) = (r log f(y) dP,(y). Let v(z) be the 
harmonic conjugate of u(z) in R. v(z) and F(z) = u(z) + iv(z) are many 
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valued in genera!. However. F’(z) = (&/3x) - i(&/ay) is single valued. Let 
aj = (l/i) J‘r.F’(z)dz for j = 1, 2 ,..., m, where fj is an anticlockwise directed 
circle in 0 concentric with rj and not encircling any points of r,, k fj. The 
numbers aj are all real. We let pj be the number in (-7~. ~1 such that pi - aj 
is an integral multiple of 272, and set h(z) = (1/27r) C?, ei/(z - aj), where ai 
is the center of ri. rr,h(z) - F’(z) dz = illi - ia.; = 0 (mod Lrri) for each 
j = 1, 2.. . ., m. Thus for any fixed Z” E n, the function 
G(z) = exp(li,, h(w) - F’(w) dw - u(zO)) is a one-valued nonvanishing 
analytic function of z such that 
It follows that 
c,, < ‘,it? I G(z)lf(z) G ~1. 
where 
i 
1 0, 
cO =exp n inf I Y - a.il 
YET 
X pjlOg lzo - ajl i=l 1 :(,ER 
llhl3,G-l 
and c, is defined by a similar expression with the infimum replaced by a 
supremum. 
It remains only to show that the function G(z) is in Nt (0) and is an outer 
function. We have already noted that I G(z)1 = exp(u(z)), where 
w(z) = (1/2x) x7!, pj log (/z - aji/iz, - ajl) - U(Z) is harmonic and has 
nontangential limits ,v(y) E L ‘(r, dP,). Thus 1 G(Y(<))/ = exp M( Y(c)) = 
exp(J’, dUl(r>) h,(r)) (by (2)). Now g(i) = exp(w(Wi)) + i@(i)), where 
P?(C) is the harmonic conjugate in A of w(Y(<)), is an outer function in 
Nt (A) with / g(c)1 = I G(!P(c))l for all [E A. Thus G(Y(c))/g([) is constant, 
implying that G( Y(c)) is an outer function in Nt (A). 1 
PROPOSITION 2. Given z0 E Q there exist points z,, z~,..., z, all different 
from z0 and positive integers k,, k, ,..., k, all depending onllj on z0 and Q 
with n ,< m and C; kj = m with the property: If g(y) is a bounded measurable 
function on r such that 
1 V(Y) g(y) dCo(y> = 0 ‘I- 
for every y(z) E Ha’(R) which satisfies v/(z,,) = 0, then there exists 
p(z) E H”(0) such that limr,, (D(z)/~;_, (z - z~)~J = g(y) for a.e. 1’ E f. 
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Proof (cf. [4; p. 92; 4.4.81). It is known that harmonic measure dP,o(y) 
may be written in the form dPJy> = S(y) dy, where S(y) is the restriction to 
r of a meromorphic function S(z) on Q which is in fact analytic and 
nonvanishing in a neighbourhood of r and has a simple pole at zO and zeros 
of orders kj at certain points zj E Q which are the critical points of Green’s 
function for Q at z,, (see [5]). Here dy is the measure for the usual complex 
contour integral along I-. We write S(z) in the form S(z) = 
(a(z)/(z - zO)> njm= L (_z - zj)kJ3 where c(z) is analytic and nonvanishing in a 
neighbourhood of R. Thus for each f(z) which is analytic in a 
neighbourhood of 6 we have 
0 = j ~(Y)(Y - 4 g(y) S(Y) dy = f fb) 41’) I’I (Y - zJk g(y) 4. 
r I- .j= 1 
Now, since any function which is analytic in a neighbourhood of fi can be 
written in the form f(z) u(z) for a suitable f as above, we deduce by 14, 
Theorem 4.4.71 that ny=, (y - ~~)~ig(y) is the restriction to f (i.e., a.e. 
nontangential limit) of a function in H”(Q). 1 
2. INTERPOLATION SPACES ON R 
We are now ready to define complex interpolation spaces for the domain 
Q. We shall say that a family of Banach spaces (A(y) 1 1’ E r} is an inter- 
polation family on r if the family of Banach spaces (B(r) 1 r E T). where 
B(r) =,4(!?(r)), is an interpolation family on T as defined in 12, Sect. 2 I. By 
(2) we see that the class .9/” = (a E n,,,.A(y) ( JJ. log’ (lull,,,,, dPzu(;)) < 03) 
coincides with the class .3? = (b E nrE7 B(r) 1 j r log’ 11 blIAtrj dp,(r) < 00 }. 
The space .Z‘(A(.). r) is defined to consist of all .rj-valued functions of the 
form Cj”=, vi(z) bj, where bj E .rri and vj E Nt (Q) and is normed exactly 
like its counterpart in (2, Sect. 21. We may thus define the space A (z! for 
each z E fl as the completion of a quotient space of .t (A(.), ZJ, and the 
space A [z] as a quotient space of .F(A(.), r) the completion of .I: (A( .), f) 
exactly as in 12, Sect. 2 1. 
Let .‘a#(.), T) denote the subspace of 3 (B(.), T) of functions 
J$i wj(<) bj, where bj E .d = .Y? and I+Y~ E N:(A). Let B,(&,) denote the 
completion of .$ with respect to the norm 
Clearly, 3 (A( .), r) can be identified with ,ss(B(.). T) and for each <,, E d 
BE{&,) = A {w(&)} with equality of norms. Also for each b E .d we of course 
have II4 BII,I G Ilblls,,r,,~ 
We can now state our main result in precise terms. 
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THEOREM 1. For each co E d BI { &, } = B (co} and the norms of these 
two spaces are equivalent. 
Remark. If R is doubly connected this result follows readily from [ 31. 
The method of proof of [3] could conceivably be extended to the present 
more general context using Poincare series, as suggested by Albert Marden 
in a private communication. 
Proof: The estimate (]b]lB,,IO, < const ]]b]lerr,, for each b E -8, which is all 
we require to prove Theorem 1, follows immediately from the continuous 
embedding (B,(i,,}>* c (B{C,,})* which in turn is an obvious consequence of 
the description of the dual of BE{&} to be presented in Theorem 2. m 
DEFINITION. Let {B’(r) I r E T) be the “dual” family of {B(r) 1 z E T} as 
defined in (2. Sect. 31, and let rt; = Yi(B’ (.). T) be the subspace of 
functions h(c) E W ‘(B’(e), T) such that (6, h(i)) E Nf (d) for all b E, 9. Let 
Bi (&,)* be the quotient space of Z; consisting of all elements of form 
p = h(<,), where h(C) E i”r, . 
THEOREM 2. The dual of BE{ CO} is isomorphic to B,i ([,} *. 
ProoJ Each DE B,+(&,}* of norm one defines a continuous linear 
functional of norm not exceeding one on BE{&}. This is shown using exactly 
the same argument as in the first part of the proof of [ 2, Theorem 3.11 with 
obvious minor modifications. 
We now proceed to the proof of the reverse inclusion and reverse norm 
inequality, many steps of which will also correspond closely to parts of the 
proof of [ 2. Theorem 3.1. ]. We first require the inequality 
(3) 
for each g E .C (A (.). r) and each z0 E 0 and some constant cZ > 0. 
This is proved exactly like 12, Proposition 2.4 ], except that the role of 
Proposition 1.1 is now played by our Proposition 1. It turns out that the 
constant c, can be taken to be c, /c,, , where c,, and c, are as in Proposition 1. 
Any linear functional 1 of norm one on BT(&} = A (Y([,)} extends to a 
functional of norm not exceding c2 on the space .C (A(.), r) normed by 
llf(~>ll = .(‘,- llf(~)ll.~,,, dPzo(y)3 where z. = WC,) and Kf(.)) = 4f(zo)). Thus, 
for each nonzero b E .b we can define the space L(b). the functional Ab and 
the function H(b, y) on r exactly as in the proof of [ 2. Theorem 3.11, the 
only difference being that now, because of (3). the norm of A, on L(b) and 
ess supyer I 4, ~Ml%y, are each dominated by c2 rather than by 1. 
Since bE ,b=.ci/‘, we have .I‘rI~~~//~ll,,,,l~~~,,(~~=i‘rI’~~Il~ll,,,,I 
dP,o(y) < 00. So by Proposition 1 there exists an outer function 
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G(z) E N+(Q) such that c0 < lirnD,/ G(z)\ I( b\l,d(,, < c, for a.e. y f r. As in 
the derivation of [2, (3.3)] we obtain 
for each u(z) E H”(O). This shows that the bounded measurable function 
g(y) = G(y) H(b, y) satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 2. Thus, letting 
zjr kj be the numbers defined in that proposition we deduce that 
G(Y) H(b, Y) ITIT= 1 (Y - Zjlk’ extends to a function p(z) in N”(Q). So 
J(b, Z) = cp(z)/G(z) E N+(R) and lim; ,#I, z) = H(b, y) rlT= ,(y - z~)~) for 
a.e. y E I-. For any elements a, b E .9 and scalars a, 0 we deduce (exactly as 
in [2]) that H(aa + /3b, y) = &(a, y) + /3H(b, y) for a.e. y E Z’. Consequently, 
J(aa + @b, 2) = d(~, 2) + pJ(b, Z) for ah z E 52. 
We can now define an element h(z) of the algebraic dual of .d for 
each z E Q by (b, h(z)) =J(b, z) f or each b E .L??. We first observe that 
H(i)=h(Y(i))E~;((B+(.), T) with norm bounded by c2 = 
cz suPypr flr=I lYAzjjki3 since liqGr I@, ffK))l = W9y(rj I@. h(z))l= 
(H(b, Y’(r)) II,;= 1( Y(t) - zJkjl < c3 Ij b llB(5,. Furthermore, by taking /l(z) = 
~F_,(z-z~)~~ in (4) we obtain that I(G(z,)n(z,,)b)=j,G(7)J(b,7)dP,~~(~) = 
G(z,,) J(b, z,) = G(z,)(b, h(z,)). Therefore f(b) = (l/v(z,))(b, h(z,,)) for each 
b E .B showing that I= ( l/v(zO)) h(z,) = (l/~(z~)) H(&,) f Bi (I&} * with 
norm 
We now consider the spaces A IzO) which arise as quotient spaces of 
,iz(A(.), r), the completion of ,?‘(A(.), r). In view of the identification of 
.s (A(.), f) with ,Y&B(e), T) we can similarly identify ,i(A(.). I-) with the 
completion of %,(I?(.), T), which we shall denote by Fz(B( e), T). Clearly, 
K(B(.), 2’) is a closed subspace of T(B(.), T). and all of its elements 
satisfy (1). For each z,, E R and each co E A satisfying w(&,) = 2,) the space 
A (z,\ concides with BI[&,\ the space of all elements a of the form a =f(&) 
forfE .%(B(.), T) with norm 
IlaIl = inf {llfllC,R~.l.T, If(i,) = ~dE~F24.h Vi. 
We have the following analogue of Theorem 1: 
THEOREM 1'. For each &, E A, B, (lo ] = B[&l with equivalence of 
norms. 
Proof. Obviously, B,lt;,] c B\&,j with l(b(ln,l,, < jjbjlBEII,,, for each 
b E B,[&,J. Conversely, let b E B[[,, 1 with norm 1. Then for arbitrary E > 0 
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there exists a sequence of functions (g,(.))p- , in .‘t (B( .), T) such that, 
taking g,,(.) E 0, we have 
IL 
(convergence with respect to both the norm of the containing space 12 ] and 
also the norm of B[&,]) and 
J 
\‘ II g,(.) -g,,-,(.)/Iccn ,.). 7‘) < 1 + E. 
,,-I 
(ii) 
By Theorem 1 there exist functions 8’“(e) E .g:(B(.), T) and a constant c, 
depending only on i, and B such that F,(i,) = g,(i,) -g,- ,(4’,) and 
It follows that the function f = x:1, F, is an element of 7,(B(.), T) with 
norm not exceeding (1 + e)’ c,, and f([,,) = b. Thus b E B, [[, 1 and 
II%&, G c4 llbllB,l”, completing the proof. I 
Finally we apply Theorems 1 and 1’ in the special case which was our 
point of departure in the introduction. Let f’ and r” = r\r’ be measurable 
subsets of r and suppose that for some compatible couple of Banach spaces 
(A,, , A ,), A(y) = A,, for all 1’ E r’ and A(u) = A 1 for all ;I E r”. Then, taking 
B(s)=A(y(r)), we obtain by 12, Corollary 5.1 1 that B[[] = B([} = 
IA”.AI IHW for each [E A, where e(i) = lW ,,,.,,, dp,. Thus for each z E Q we 
choose [ E A such that i = w(c) and obtain that the spaces A lz ] and A (; } 
coincide and are isomorphic to IA,,, A, I(,. where (by (2)) 0= S(c) = .(‘, .dP,. 
It is also easy to show that in this case the norms of A [z] and A (2 1 are 
equal. 
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